TO: Alan Boyette, Chair  
    Ed Arrington  
    Dan Bibeau  
    Bill Brown  
    John Deal  
    Steve Honeycutt  
    Tim Johnston  
    Anne Wallace  
    Sarah Carrigan (Contributor/Data Support)  
FROM: David Perrin  
    Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor  
SUBJECT: Response to Data Efficiency Committee Report

Thank you for taking the time out of your busy summer to consider how the review of efficiency data should be incorporated into the program review process. I accept your recommendation that efficiency data be excluded from the reviews conducted by the unit program review committees and the University Program Review Committee. As per your suggestion, if information on program efficiency plays a significant role in shaping my recommendations and/or the Chancellor’s decisions regarding the status of any academic program, one or both of us will discuss these data with the relevant dean or program director before reaching a conclusion.

Please do let me know if you have additional suggestions or concerns.
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c: Deans Council